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Abstract

      The motion estimation algorithm is one of the most important issues in the video coding

standards such as ISO MPEG-1/2 and ITU-T H.263. Recently developed fast motion estimation

algorithms [4,5,6] greatly reduced the computational complexity, which is critical for real time

implementations. In this report, a new fast motion estimation algorithm is proposed. The

experimental results show that the new algorithm can greatly reduce the number of average

searching points per marcoblock as well as the computation complexity, while still maintaining an

acceptable signal to noise ratio.
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I. Introduction

     Video compression is a critical component when transmitting or storing digital video sequences.

Hybrid video compression, exploits temporal redundancy by motion compensation and spatial

redundancy by DCT transformation, and it has been widely adopted by H.261, H.262, H.263 and

MPEG 1/ MPEG 2 international standards.

Motion estimation is a major part in such video compression systems. To facilitate hardware and

software implementation, macroblock matching motion estimation is deployed in standard –based

video compression. Several motion estimation criteria have been advised for block matching

search. In practice, the widely adopted motion search criteria is the sum of absolute difference

(SAD).

    The selection of searching window size demands balanced consideration of application type,

frame rate and processing power. Given a search window, search methods to obtain motion vectors

greatly affect the computation requirement. The exhaustive motion estimation search covers all

candidate blocks in the search window to find the best match. However its high computational

complexity makes it impractical for real time applications. Many schemes have been invented to

reduce the complexity of motion estimation that is associated with the exhaustive search. Some

reduce the calculation of cost function in down-sampling space [5,7], others reduce the total

searching points, such as Three-step search, 2D-Logarith search, Parallel hierarchical one

dimensional search. One drawback to these methods is that the above algorithms are based on the

following assumption: the matching error decrease monotonically as the motion vector moves

closer to the global optimum. Unfortunately, this assumption does not always hold true especially

in slow-moving video sequences, which have many local minima in each search window.
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    In this report, we propose a new fast motion estimation algorithm, which prevents finding the

local minimum point as the best match. The algorithm also reduces the computation of the cost

function and decreases searching points. The tradeoff between the compression efficiency and the

image quality is well satisfied.

II. Proposed Algorithm

    In the proposed algorithm, we first make full use of the motion vectors of the previous frame as

the reference vector (scaled ½), which can be regarded as the starting search center of the current

searching macroblock. The algorithm is center-biased. The advantage of this step is similar to that

of telescopic search. Then in each search window )1616( × , we adopt the diamond search. The

diamond search algorithm (Figure 1) is described as follows:

Figure 1.   Diamond Search
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1) First, we obtain the start searching center point based on the above method. Choose this point as

center point (x, y), which has 8 neighboring points. Compute the SAD value of four points (x+1,y),

(x-1, y), (x, y+1), (x, y-1). The common SAD formula is as follow:
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Where, ),(, lkB ji  represents the thlk ),(  pixel of a 16x16 macroblock from the current picture at the

spatial location ),( ji . ),(, lkB vjui −−  represents the thlk ),(  pixel of a candidate macroblock from a

reference picture at the spatial location ),( ji  displaced by the vector ),( vu .

In fact, redundancy still exists between the pixels within each macroblock )1616( ×  as the

difference between two adjacent points is always small. By doing down sampling along the

horizontal direction with a rate of 2, the computation complexity of SAD decreases to 50% of that

of the normal SAD. The proposed SAD formula is:
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Compare the four SAD values and save the minimal one in a variable D1.

2) Choose the point with minimal SAD value in step 1) as the center point and use the similar

method as above to find point with a new minimal SAD value among its four neighboring points.

Move D1 to the variable D2 and save the minimal SAD value to D1.

3) Choose the point with minimal SAD value in step 2) as the center point. Again compute its four

neighbors’ SAD values and find one with minimal SAD value. Move D2 to the variable D3 and D1

to D2 and save the new minimal SAD value to D1. If the conditions of both D3 <= D1 and D2 <=

D1 are satisfied, the search procedure stop. Otherwise, go to step 4.
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4) Adopting the point with the latest minimal SAD value as the center point, compute its four

neighbors’ SAD values and acquire a new minimal SAD value. Move D2 to the variable D3 and D1

to D2 and save the new minimal SAD value to D1. If the conditions of both D3 <= D1 and D2 <=

D1 are satisfied, the search procedure stop. Otherwise, repeat step 4.

III. Experimental Result

    The fast algorithm adopted in this project is based on the H.263+ Encoder/Decoder from the

Signal Processing and Multimedia Group at the University of British Columbia, Canada. By

encoding two kinds of image sequences (one is Miss American-Figure 2, another is Foreman-

Figure 3), it shows that the four strategies implemented in this project contribute greatly to simplify

the computation complexity and the image quality can still be kept in an acceptable level (SNR is

0.2dB (Figure 4 and Figure 5) lower than that of the full search).

1) By down sampling the image in the horizontal direction, we save half of the overhead in SAD

computation, compared to the common SAD computation.

2) Using partial distortion, we can further decrease the computation complexity in our SAD

computation.

3) Using the diamond-searching algorithm, we can achieve average searching points to 20-

points/per macroblock (Figure 6 and Figure 7), compared with 256-points/per macroblock in

the full search algorithm.

4) Using the previous motion vector to determine the current starting center point in each

macroblock (Step 1 in our algorithm) produces a good initial starting center point.
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IV. Conclusion

1) Our algorithm can decrease the computation complexity sharply,  it is 25 times faster than Full

      Search algorithm.

2) By testing 33 frames in two kinds of QCIF image sequences, for Miss America image

sequences, its compression efficiency is near 60:1, for Foreman image sequences, its

compression efficiency is near 47:1.

3) The image quality of our encoder can match that of Full Search encoder. Testing two kinds of

image sequences shows that the average SNR in our algorithm is less 0.2 dB greater than that of

Full Search algorithm.

Figure 2.  Miss America image sequences

(a) and (c) - full search, (b) and (d) – our algorithm

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Figure 3.  Foreman image sequences

 (a) and (c) - full search, (b) and (d) – our algorithm

Figure 4.  SNR of Miss America           Figure 5.  SNR of Foreman

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Figure 6.  The average searching points       Figure 7.  The average searching points

of Miss America of Foreman
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